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SUBMARINE BOMBARDS ENEMY HARBOUR

Firing two torpedoes at a cluster of small vessels in the enemy-

occupied harbour of Kastro on the Aegean island of Lemnos, which he had
entered submerged, a British submarine commander surfaced in time to

watch the torpedoes' tracks#

He saw the torpedoes hit and many pieces of wreckage and spars

flying through the air.

The submarine, commanded by Lieutenant Commander M. R. G. Wingfield,

D.S.O., R.N ., penetrated the harbour at sunset in a flat calm. On

surfacing, the submarine's gun was immediately manned and the bombardment

of Kastro, briefly reported in a recent Admiralty communique, began#

In his official narrative of the operation Lieutanent Commander

Wingfield writes;

"Fire was concentrated first on two small supply ships in the

harbour, when those had been sunk we shifted fire to a long, low

warehouse which received several hits and finally caught fire.

• "By this time three small guns had opened up from the shore end

two motor boats, armed with machine guns, kept us ducking our heads on

the bridge. Our own machine gun was keeping up a private battle with

those two, while wo watched the fireworks on shore.

"A big gun, which I had observedon a hill on the south side

while carrying out a preliminary reconnaissance, did not open up,

although it was only 1,000 yards from us, '

"The light was now fading fast, so I turned away, after firing
three rounds, as a derisive gesture, at the citadel from which flow the

Italian flag. The enemy expended ammunition ineffectively as we made

off into the last vestiges of the sunset,",
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